
 

8 October 2014 

 

Petro Poroshenko, President of Ukraine 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Government-portalOfficial-website-of-Executive-

power-bodies-of-Ukraine/222208794472818  

 

Arseniy Yatsenyuk, Prime Minister of Ukraine 

press@yatsenyuk.org.ua 

 

 

President Poroshenko and Prime Minister Yatsenyuk,   

 

Re: immediate cessation of covert depopulation measures 

 

“Ukraine Has Not Yet Died”, according to your national anthem, but it is dying.  Between the 

atrocities committed by the Nazis (systematic depopulation in preparation for German 

colonization, forcible conscription into the German army) and the Soviets (the Holodomor 

famine, the Stalinist purge of “nationalist deviationists”, and the Great Terror) Ukraine has lost a 

quarter of its population and four-fifths of its cultural elites to war and ethnic cleansing between 

1930 and 1950.   

 

From 1950 until your independence from the 

Russians in 1991, you were subjected to a covert 

depopulation program by fluoride and vaccines 

orchestrated by the US, UK, and the Soviet Union, 

with the tacit cooperation of China and France, at 

the UN Security Council level.  As a result of this 

scientific genocide, births have been going down 

and deaths have been going up throughout these 

four decades.   The total fertility rate declined 

from 4 to 1.8 children per woman and the crude 

death rate went from 8.8 to 11.9 deaths per 1000 

during this period.  As if on cue, your population 

has been decreasing since 1991, the year of your 

independence, when the engineered genocide 

passed from Russian into Western hands and was 

accelerated and intensified with chemtrails and 

toxic food imports.   
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From 1991 until today you have lost 6.5 million people or 12.5% of your population and you 

now have more old than young people and a high dependence rate, which are the typical features 

of a country that has reached the last stage of the demographic transition.   

 

What is peculiar about your demographic trends 

since your independence from Russia and your 

close cooperation with the West, is that you have 

used the covert program of depopulation to 

engage in ethnically cleansing your country of 

Russians, which is why the total fertility rate is 

lower and the death rate higher in the eastern 

provinces of your country, where the population 

is mostly Russian, than in the rest of the country 

where it is homogenously Ukrainian.  This is 

undoubtedly one of the reasons that led to the 

conflict with Russia over Crimea. 

 

Given the horrors and injustices you have 

suffered for the past century due to Russian 

aggression, one can understand your desire to 

turn the tables on the Russians and free your 

country from their presence.  Unfortunately, 

this policy of reversed ethnic cleansing has 

forced the Russians to protect the 

overwhelmingly Russian population of 

Crimea by annexing it to Russia.  Of course, 

since the Russians are using the same covert 

methods of depopulation on their Circassian 

and Tatarstani ethnic minorities, both of whom are Sunni Muslims, as well as on the Old 

Believers who multiply too fast and challenge the authority of the Russian Orthodox Church, the 

Russian government cannot openly declare their true reasons for the intervention in Crimea.   

 

You can continue to commit genocide and target your minorities with extra fervor, in which case 

you will most likely lose the entire eastern side of your country to Russia, or you can help me 

forge global consensus for worldwide population control legislation, which will ease the tensions 

between you and Russia and return the world to sanity.   

 

You have emerged from lowest-low fertility (defined as total fertility below 1.3) in 2008 by 

providing child support, but you will not bring your total fertility rate up to replacement level 



until you stop all covert methods of depopulation and protect your people from poisonous food 

and beverages imported from western Europe, which are laced with endocrine disruptors, and 

stop vaccinating your people with adulterated vaccines and poisoning them from the air with 

chemtrails.  To achieve a stabilization of your population at the desired, sustainable level you 

must stop the genocide and pass proper laws.  If you do not, you will end up in front of a firing 

squad in the not so distant future.   

 

You have lost 60% of your GDP from 1991 to 1999 and have suffered high inflation rates not 

because you changed from a centrally planned to a free market economy but because you were 

losing 150.000 people a year due to low fertility rates.  You now lose seventy to ninety thousand 

people per year and your economy has improved slightly but will remain in recession so long as 

your population continues to decline. 

 

As Secretary of the National Security and Defense Council of Ukraine since 2004, you, President 

Poroshenko, are personally responsible for carrying out the war of attrition on your own people 

through chemical, biological and bacteriological weapons. 

 

Ukraine is too important geopolitically to be left alone.  The world has always fought over the 

territory that is now Ukraine because it is the breadbasket of Europe and is again fighting over it 

because food is needed now more than ever as the population is still growing and an additional 

three billion people will have to be fed by 2050.  In addition, Russia will be severely weakened 

without Ukraine and can then be forced to abandon its independence and be subsumed by the 

globalized world, which can pave the way for nuclear disarmament and ultimately lead to a 

borderless world.  Of course, the current Russian leadership is fully on board this plan and plays 

its part in order to exhaust nationalist elements at home and abroad.   

 

While I am eager to see the world get rid of nuclear weapons and borders, I will never condone 

the annihilation of civilians so long as a viable alternative is available, namely the inclusion of 

the 99% in the plans of the 1% so we can pursue peace and prosperity through legal and ethical 

means. 

 

I hope you will abandon the genocidal lobby by joining me so that together we can forge global 

consensus for a worldwide population control law.  If you do not, your future is grim and your 

names will forever be inscribed in history as that of mass murderers.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kevin Galalae 

Center of Global Consciousness 


